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European Model Shows That Minimum Wage Destroys Jobs

Statistics from the EU, which includes countries both with and without a minimum wage, prove that the  requirement costs jobs, says an international

business professor at Duke University’s business school.

“Currently the countries that have the minimum wage, their unemployment is 3 percent higher than the countries that don’t,” Campbell Harvey said in an

interview Wednesday.

“And if you drill into the very vulnerable group of younger people, the difference is even more dramatic. In the countries that have the minimum wage in

Europe, the youth unemployment rate is 7% higher than in the countries without it.”

The US unemployment rate would be 0.5% lower if there weren’t any extended unemployment benefits, Harvey says. “It’s kind of a similar story,” he said.

“If you pay people not to work, they won’t work.”
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Some unemployment benefits make sense, because they help people match their skills to a suitable job, Mr. Harvey says. “But after a while, it’s a

disincentive to find a job, and the longer you’re out of work, you lose your skills,” he said.

“We would be much better served to have the longer-term benefits tied in a mandatory way to some sort of retraining where you actually have to do

something, you actually have to build your own human capital.”

That would hopefully enable people to find a job at least commensurate with their existing skills, Mr. Harvey says. “Now, if you’re out of work for a long

period of time, you lose your skills, and you get into this loop where you just need longer and longer unemployment benefits.”

Mr. Harvey does not like the idea of giving companies tax credits for training programs. “Anytime you start trying to legislate anything like this, you are

going to have a problem,” he said.

“I would much prefer having a very simple mechanism whereby you can get the extended benefits if you show up at your local community college or your

local university and take a course. Enhancement of the human capital through any type of education is better than not.”

Stay tuned…
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Raising the US Minimum Wage Will Deliver Unintended Consequences Raising the minimum wage in the US will not necessarily
reduce the $7-B a year that fast-food workers receive in government ...
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  LBJ's War On Poverty 50 yrs And $20-T Later, Failure There is no winner in the Democrat's War on Poverty. What began in the Johnson
administration, and now 50 ...
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Obama's Minimum Wage Plan Could Cost 500-K Jobs US President Barack Hussein Obama's plan to raise the federal minimum
wage to $10.10 hr will cost as many as 500-K jobs ...
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    Texas Gov. Rick Perry, Minimum Wage Not 'The Government's Business' Gov. Rick Perry (R-TX)  said in a TV interview Friday that it is
not "the government's business" to ...
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Forex News: CQG Offer a

Free Trial If you are not

using the CQG platform

here is your chance to see

what you are missing. ...
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Shayne Heffernan's 10

Best Candlestick Patterns

to Trade There is a wealth

of information available

online and in Bookstores

that will teach you the details ...
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FX News: Using CQG Sub-

Minute Bar Charts You can

now use Sub-Minute Bar

charts to view one-second

to fifty-nine-second bar

charts. CQG Integrated Client is ...
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DJIA Is Approaching Key

Technical Marks   The DJIA

retreated sharply last

month as participants took

profit amid concerns over

emerging markets (EM) and tapering ...
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HEFFX Research:

Historical Perspective for

the Current Gold Market At

the end of this week we are

finally seeing some life in

the precious metals ...
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News for High Frequency

Traders HEFFX and Live

Trading News will

commence a news feed

dedicated to High

Frequency traders commencing on May 1, 2014. ...
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Apple Inc. (NASDAQ:AAPL) In its continued efforts

to acquire newer customers from ...
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In what could be considered to be food for thought

for Apple ...
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Best Buy Co., Inc. (NYSE:BBY), the S&P tracked

electronics retailer announced its ...
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Russia Backs Yanukovych in Ukraine Moscow

granted the deposed Ukrainian president Viktor ...
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As reported in these papers previously

Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ:AMZN) is going all ...
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Gold Price Set to Move Higher Gold

spot Intraday: continuation of the ...
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The Gold spot prices are trading flat in

current trading session at ...
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The peer sharing agreement between Netflix, Inc.

(NASDAQ:NFLX) and Comcast Corporation

(NASDAQ:CMCSA) ...
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Tesla Motors Inc (NASDAQ:TSLA) seems to have

firmed up plans for its ...
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HeffX-LTN's Fast Check For Thursday RBS, WPPGY, BBY Emerging  Currencies ... read more (http://www.livetradingnews.com/heffx-ltns-
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